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Kinship, poor relief and the welfare process in early modern England
Sam Barrett

Overview – the ‘problem’ of kinship

Historiographical writing on the depth and functionality of kinship in early modern England is limited. It is also contradictory. On the extent and depth of kinship networks, for instance, early commentators such as Peter Laslett were clear that English households tended to be relatively small and simple and that, because of demographic constraint (migration, ‘background’ mortality, epidemic mortality and relatively late marriage ages), such families were located within relatively shallow kinship networks. Micro-simulation exercises appeared to confirm this view, suggesting that ‘achievable’ levels of kinship in most localities remained low throughout the early modern period. Other early commentators, focusing on particular social, religious or regional groups, were not so sure. Lawrence Stone suggested that, notwithstanding negative demography, nominal kinship networks amongst the aristocracy and gentry could be both deep and extensive, while Gilbert noted that nonconformist groups such as Quakers were tied into very deep kinship connections which could be used in business, an idea that has become a commonplace of the Industrial Revolution literature.

More recent analysis of the extent and depth of kinship networks has not proved any less contradictory. Painstaking empirical work by Cooper and Donald has revealed that in suburban Exeter the extent of local kinship networks (and of kinship co-residence) is substantially understated using conventional census analysis.
because of the tendency for many of those standing in contractual relationships to local families to in fact be kin by blood or marriage. Reay has also sought to question the idea of shallow kinship networks. Focusing on rural villages in nineteenth-century Kent he argues that while extended families were comparatively rare, well over one half of all families by 1851 were related to at least one other, that perhaps a further 10 per cent who had no kin in their village nonetheless had kin in immediately adjacent villages (which meant only small distances to travel given the small size of southern parishes) and that even if complex families containing kin were relatively rare, kin nonetheless lived in proximate residence to each other, creating de facto extended families. Other commentators have found less to take issue with in the views of Laslett. Keith Wrightson, for instance, has calculated that in the Essex village of Terling, only 33 per cent of all families had kinship connections by blood or marriage with others in the same community. In mid-nineteenth-century south-east Surrey, Evelyn Lord found that for ten rural communities kinship density was at best on a par with, and usually much lower than, the kinship densities identified by Wrightson for Terling well over 100 years earlier.

The purpose of my chapter is not to address this literature on the extent and depth of kinship directly, though a quantitative measure of kinship density is important for establishing the limits of potential kinship involvement in the economy of makeshifts. Rather, I think that historiographical division over the extent and depth of kinship networks feeds directly into division over the functionality of kin in the welfare arena and particularly over the question of whether (and if so at what level) kin provided welfare in substitution for, or support of, the poor law and charity. On the one hand, commentators such as Cressey, Fissell, King and Thane suggest that kin must have been an important part of the economy of makeshifts, a way for poor people to avoid poor relief or a means to supplement poor relief which, as King shows, was always and everywhere inadequate to hold body and soul together. Cressey, for instance, concludes that for families ‘most of the time their dealings were limited to those closest to them but the potential existed to bring even distant and latent kin into a close and effective [welfare] relationship’. Fissell for Bristol and King for Yorkshire provide some support for this idea. They show that those obtaining medical or other relief were disproportionately
those who lacked dense kinship networks in their locality.\textsuperscript{12} In these cases, the poor law might act as a partial substitute for kinship networks, though neither author seems to provide support for the contentions of Peter Laslett that weak kinship networks necessarily generated more generous or more encompassing poor law systems.\textsuperscript{13}

Other contributors to the debate have argued that many local poor law authorities tried to create a care partnership between (often stretched) kinship networks and community resources. Both Thane and Botelho suggest that the elderly in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were likely to be subject to these sorts of implicit agreements as their working capacity was curtailed, and in the absence of formal retirement agreements of the sort that we see in some continental countries.\textsuperscript{14} The poor law, for instance, could pay rent for elderly people living with relatives, effectively sharing the full cost of providing for such old people and giving poor families valuable cash flow. Lynne Hollen Lees suggests that such partnerships, aimed at ensuring the survival of the family unit and the coherence of the kinship and neighbourhood networks of poor people, might have been the norm and could, at least until the nineteenth century, guarantee a basic level of community support to poor people within their kinship networks for long periods of time. Using vestry minute evidence from nineteenth-century Lancashire, one of the most parsimonious of all English counties in relief levels and eligibility, King supports this idea.\textsuperscript{15}

There are, however, alternative and competing lines of historiography. Sandra Cavallo, for instance, echoes Michael Anderson in suggesting that family members often conflicted over the issue of welfare and that where families did provide welfare the respective obligations of donor and recipient were strictly limited by negotiation. In fact, she suggests, institutions played a large part in the coping strategies of poor people, and might effectively act as surrogate kin. Her data is for Italian communities, but the lessons are probably portable.\textsuperscript{16} Meanwhile, David Thomson, dealing with the experience of paupers in the initial decade of the new poor law in Bedfordshire, argues that despite well-known legal provisions that some of the kin of paupers were obliged to care for them where they had the means to do so, in practice welfare was a community rather than a familial responsibility. Either because they were not able, or because they chose not to.
families did not form either a large or consistent part of the welfare process. Crowther likewise sees a decisive shift in the balance of provision during the nineteenth century (though with counties such as Kent continuing to enforce the ‘liable relative clause’ which was little changed by the 1834 Poor Law Amendment Act) as the economic position of families moved decisively against offering material support at times of life-cycle stress. McIntosh traces a decisive negative shift in family support for paupers at a much earlier date. She suggests that ‘A contrast between formal and informal or between public and private care would likewise have puzzled Elizabethans’ and shows that in late sixteenth-century Hadleigh over one-third of all people in receipt of welfare also had fairly extensive and economically secure local kinship networks. By the late seventeenth century, however, her own evidence and that of Wales and Newman Brown suggests that for certain groups of the poor the community was becoming the main plank of welfare and kinship was being relegated to the backwaters of the economy of make-shifts. These differences over the timing of any transition in the role of kin are important, and would be magnified considerably if we had more numerous local studies available. However, the stark contrast between the two ends of the historiographical spectrum on the role of kinship in the economy of make-shifts is clear to see.

Of course, there are many good reasons for these different levels of contradiction. Kinship density could change rapidly in any locality (due to mortality crises, for instance) as well as experiencing longer-term trends. It is thus difficult, even with the best of sources, to trace the exact dynamics of kinship in a given community over time, and even more difficult to put community experiences together in order to pin down regional typologies of either kinship depth or functionality. A further problem, however, is that reconstructing the density of kinship and its functionality is problematic given the level and quality of English record keeping and survival. English sources are considerably less rewarding than those on the continent, and for any individual community we have to undertake complex multiple source record linkage in order even to begin uncovering kinship networks and reading their meaning. The potential pitfalls in this sort of record linkage are numerous – kinship connections tend to get lost as we link between sources of different types; considerable numbers of in-laws, stepchildren, half-children or adopted children complicate
decisions on who is really (and functionally) related to whom; and repeated movements between communities could create an extensive localised kinship network which the historian simply does not detect when looking at individual communities – but the rewards are considerable.

This chapter will use family reconstitutions linked to a range of supplementary data for six communities in the West Riding during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, in order to reconstruct the depth of local and regional kinship networks and then to elaborate the place of kinship in the economy of makeshifts. Utilising over 18,000 discrete family histories I will suggest that kinship densities in the West Riding woollen district were very high, that we can detect a broad inverse relationship between kinship density and community level poor law spending, as Fissell and King have suggested, and that there was a broad positive relationship between kinship density and receipt of charity. However, the existence of such a relationship does not mean that those with dense kinship links never received poor relief. I will demonstrate that the poor law often provided resources to those with kin in response to sudden crisis such as illness, giving the kinship group time to marshal the material and human resources which kept their relatives off longer-term relief. Finally, I will use narrative evidence to try and pin down the character of the support that kinship networks were able to offer in the late eighteenth century.

Places and sources

The West Riding of Yorkshire is certainly the most fully reconstructed of all eighteenth- and nineteenth-century counties. By the mid-1990s no fewer than 23 townships in the county had been subject to family reconstitution, and this chapter uses some of these reconstitutions and contributes to the stock with new studies. It covers six townships in four large parishes. Tong and Cleckheaton (1801 populations 1,637 and 1,336 respectively) were part of the very large parish of Birstall and were reconstituted by Hartley Thwaite. They have been subject to extensive demographic analysis as part of the 26-reconstitution sample used by Wrigley and Schofield in 1997. Horsforth in Guiseley parish (1801 population 2,099), Otley (1801 population 2,014) and Armley and...
Bramley (1801 populations 2,695 and 2,562 respectively) were townships in the western part of the sprawling parish of Leeds and were reconstituted by the author as part of a study of kinship in the woollen and worsted districts of the West Riding.

This collection of townships makes an ideal framework for the study of the role of kinship in welfare provision for several reasons. First, the townships were all in relative proximity to each other, allowing us to talk (albeit not definitively) about localised rather than simply community-based kinship networks. The townships were also staging points for migrants on the way to, and returning from, Leeds itself, easing some of the uncertainties of record linkage created by heavy short distance migration in early modern communities. A second reason for the suitability of this collection of townships is that while they are all nominally located in the woollen district of the West Riding, they had very different occupational structures, allowing a contrast of the scale, depth and functionality of kinship networks across a number of different socio-economic typologies which may have wider echoes with communities elsewhere. There is not the space here to conduct a detailed anatomisation of any one community, and in any case both the general and the specific occupational and economic history of the West Riding and its individual townships has been drawn by others. Briefly, though, Horsforth and Otley were centres of woollen cloth production organised under the artisan system whereby essentially small-scale producers combined, at family level, textile production with farming and other income generation strategies. Armley combined agricultural production with textile production organised through the putting-out system, which drew around one-third of male workers in the town into a proletarian relationship with Leeds merchants by the 1780s at the latest. However, as Mr James Ellis testified before the 1806 enquiry into the state of the woollen industry, the township also had its fair share of resident master manufacturers who, as well as spinning and weaving on their own account, also put out work to other families in Armley and its surrounding hamlets. Bramley was a centre for the preparation of wool and the finishing of woollen cloth, with scribbling, carding and fulling mills surrounded by independent yeomen clothiers often maintaining substantial farms and organising putting-out networks in other townships. Tong and Cleckheaton were more balanced villages, combining some mining and quarrying with textile production, agriculture and...
especially in the case of Tong, service industries such as baking and milk production for surrounding industrial townships. However, the most compelling reason for looking at these townships is the volume and clarity of the archival collections relating to them. While none of the townships have continuous parish register sources, the Bishops’ Transcripts are excellent and more than compensate for the gaps. Moreover, while these townships, like the rest of the West Riding, have considerable numbers of nonconformist places of worship, survival of the nonconformist registers is really very good. More than this, though, the reconstitution evidence can be linked to poor law accounts, charity records, diaries and a variety of other material, such as the credit book of the Bramley scribbling miller Joseph Rogerson, that can throw light on the complex patchwork of the economy of make-shifts in this part of the West Riding.

Kinship and the economy of make-shifts in Yorkshire

To locate the relationship between the economy of make-shifts and kinship in these communities, we must initially turn to the width and depth of local kinship networks. As one might expect of this subject, historians agree on neither the best way to measure kinship connections nor on the nature of the relationship that must exist for a person to be regarded as part of a kinship group. However, Table 7.1 uses family reconstitution evidence to quantify the depth of kinship networks in the six communities for the whole period 1700–1820, employing a cut-off point at the level of first cousins to determine what does and does not constitute kinship. Clearly, whatever the socio-economic composition of the individual townships, the extent of kinship networks was considerable. The levels of interrelationship found here are twice or three times those found in Essex or Surrey, though they are also consistent with kinship densities detected by King and by Coster for other Yorkshire communities.

There was a broad tendency for those communities with the greatest reliance on rural industry to have the densest kinship networks from an early date. This makes sense. As local witnesses before the 1806 enquiry into the state of the woollen industry testified, putting-out jobs were plentiful and there was still an expectation that young men in this area of the West Riding could
climb to achieve economic independence. James Ellis noted, ‘I was not kept constantly to weaving and spinning; my master fitted me rather for a master than a journeyman.’ More importantly, the woollen industry provided plenty of jobs for other members of the family, even as hand spinning came to be replaced by mechanised spinning. Ellis also noted in response to questions about the treatment of raw wool ‘that we employ inferior people, women and children, to do, any person may do that’.

The economic imperative to move longer distances that we might see in the midlands or the rural south was thus missing and consequently kinship densities were higher. This did not mean, though, that families in these villages had few kinship links in surrounding villages. Many of those with no apparent connection in one township appear to have had connections in another not too far away, while most of those with multiple kinship links in one community also had dense links with another.

Of course, these observations provide a static picture. Table 7.2 suggests that there were important fluctuations in kinship densities over the course of the period 1700–1820. The strongest growth in the density of kinship links was in Bramley, which also had the most diversified economy of all six townships. Kinship densities remained strong in Horsforth, but they weakened notwithstanding rural industrialisation. In Armley, densities improved over the same period, but then fell back in the first two decades of the nineteenth century. These movements are intriguing. They confirm a very broad positive relationship between kinship densities and rural industrialisation while at the same time suggesting that a more diversified local economic structure could underpin spectacular growth in the extent and depth of kinship networks.

They also suggest that kinship networks could be subject to not
inconsiderable erosion or dilution according to local demo-economic circumstances. To take just one example, the decline in
kinship density that we see in Horsforth between the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries is almost entirely accounted
for by a two-year surge in adult and child mortality (reflecting the onset of smallpox, followed by typhus, measles, whooping
cough and a fatal fire at the local fulling mill) in the late 1790s. This high mortality diluted the kinship connections of those who
were related to two or more families in the locality, but it also
removed the kinship connection for 29 families that had previously
had a kinship link to only one further family in the locality. Within
limits, then, kinship networks were physically volatile and it will
be important to bear this in mind when we come to look at the
welfare role of such networks. The key point though is that, by
the early nineteenth century, kinship in these communities had
reached virtual saturation point, testimony to a very different society from the sort that we see in Keith Wrightson’s Essex or
Evelyn Lord’s Surrey.

Table 7.2 Kinship density over time in six West Riding towns,
1700–1820

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>1700–49</th>
<th>1750–99</th>
<th>1800–20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Otley</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horsforth</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tong</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleckheaton</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armley</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramley</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How did these figures manifest themselves on the ground? Every community had its core groups such as the Spacie family of
Horsforth, who were related in some way or other to the majority of families in the township, and all communities also had a judicious
helping of those who were just linked to one other family grouping or indeed none at all. But was there anything that particularly
distinguished the kin-rich from the kin-poor? An initial observation is that the weakest kinship links were not always or indeed usually
a reflection of the experience of recent in-migrants. Given sub-
stantial and growing levels of intra-township marriage and strenuous efforts on the part of migrant families to make marriage
connections with more established groups in the host community.
migrants often did rather well in achieving connectedness. Commentators such as Betts have observed similar features in other parts of the country.35 Nor did certain occupations have a greater tendency to generate strong kinship networks than others. Proletarianised weavers often had kinship densities on a par with substantial artisan clothiers, and they in turn often exceeded the kinship densities of local farmers.

There are, however, two factors that do mark out families with the highest kinship densities from the rest in all six communities. First, the most interconnected kinship groups were disproportionately likely by the later eighteenth century to have a substantial nonconformist character. Methodist, Moravian, Independent and Baptist circuits criss-crossed the West Riding industrial district, clearly facilitating chain migration and inter-marriage within the religious grouping, pushing up kinship densities. Second, and without exception, in all six communities families with weak or non-existent kinship networks were also families that had what we might style ‘high-pressure’ demography, with high marital fertility, high infant death rates and relatively low marriage ages. We will return to these characteristics later. In the meantime, the general message is clear – that kinship networks could be both extensive and of considerable depth in the West Riding.

They might also be nominally functional. Table 7.3 traces bequests made in all of the surviving wills for the six townships that could be traced at the Borthwick Institute and in local archives (where copies of wills are often preserved in family collections) between 1700 and 1820. In contrast to the picture drawn by Coster, we can see that testators in the West Riding woollen district showed no tendency to concentrate bequests on immediate co-resident family. Indeed, while Table 7.3 does not make it clear, if anything the range of kinship recognised in wills actually increased after 1750. This may be a reflection of a lower tendency for children and other kin to leave communities as industrialisation kicked in (and hence they were more visible at the time of will-making) or it might reflect a conscious engagement with a range of kin. In the case of Bramley the evidence from the early nineteenth-century diary of Joseph Rogerson, linked to the reconstitution of the township, suggests the latter. Rogerson mentioned almost all of his available local kin (though he rarely specified an exact blood or marriage relationship) in the diary.36
Table 7.3 Bequests in West Riding wills, 1700–1820

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Nuclear family</th>
<th>Siblings</th>
<th>In-laws</th>
<th>Children, nephews, nieces</th>
<th>Cousins</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Otley</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horsforth</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tong</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleckheaton</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armley</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramley</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Family reconstitutions and 452 wills drawn from the collection of the Borthwick Institute and West Riding family collections.

Note: All figures are percentages of bequests. Only those with definite (stated or from family reconstitution) kinship links are used in the table. Some 364 of the 4,200 bequests are thus omitted.

What role was there, then, for this extensive, deep and nominally functional kinship network in providing or supplementing welfare in this part of the West Riding? An initial way into this question is provided by Table 7.4 which relates kinship density and poor law spending in the six townships over the period 1750–1820. The table provides two index numbers for each community to ease comparison. The first takes the average density of kinship over all six communities for the whole period 1750–1820 as 100 and relates individual community kinship figures to this baseline to see if they are above or below average for the West Riding woollen district. The second takes average per capita poor law spending (to allow for different population sizes) in all six communities for the period 1750–1820 as 100 and relates per capita spending in the individual communities to this baseline to show whether they are above or below average. We can see clearly that there was a broad relationship between above average kinship density and below average poor law expenditure. Of course, there are many ways to read this table. A limited rate base may have constrained the supply of welfare through the poor law and thus forced families to fill the gap. Alternatively, poor law officials may have consciously restricted welfare supplies to force families to step into the breach. Or the poor law may have found itself as a fallback to kinship action, coping with extreme problems or reacting to short-term changes of circumstance which overwhelmed the coping abilities of kinship networks.

Some guidance on how we might read the situation is provided...
by Table 7.5, which, for the period 1750–1820, contrasts the index of kinship used above with an index of monthly pension payments (the average monthly pension payment over all six communities representing 100) and an index of the percentage of the population in receipt of relief (the proportions of the population on relief in the six communities in 1801, 1811 and 1821 representing 100). Below average poor law spending in communities with higher kinship densities clearly represents both fewer people on relief at any given time and lower mean relief payments for those who did obtain relief. Again, the meaning of this table is not unambiguous, but I think that what we see here could be kinship support limiting the role of the poor law in some communities and its absence extending the role of the poor law in others, as Laslett and others have suggested. Vestry records for Horsforth \(^{40}\) provide some credence for this speculation. Between 1780 and 1802, the vestry received 474 applications for relief from those who had no kin or were linked to just one other family and they accepted over 90 per cent of these applications. By contrast they received 121 applications from those that we might style ‘kin-rich’ and they turned down 66 of them. Only cases which concerned individual and family illness seem to have been worthy of support. Some of this willingness to turn down applicants with kin represents religious tension between an anglican vestry and a group of ‘kin-rich’ people who were disproportionately nonconformist, but there was clearly an expectation that kin would provide welfare support in this community.

Table 7.4 Kinship density and poor relief spending in six West Riding communities, 1750–1820

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Index of kinship density</th>
<th>Index of spending relief</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Otley</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horsforth</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tong</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleckheaton</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armley</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramley</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Mean kinship density = 77 per cent, indexed at 100. Mean per capita poor relief spending was 30s., indexed at 100.
Certainly, an extensive welfare role for kin makes sense when set against other evidence from this part of the West Riding. It is clear, for instance, that even in the nineteenth century, as lunatic asylums and workhouses proliferated, relatively few of the lunatic poor from the West Riding actually ended up in them. Poor law records suggest that a combination of community and family action came to the rescue of some of the lunatic poor, but, for others, family care must have been the first and only alternative.41 An extensive welfare role for kin also makes sense when set against the wider communality and reciprocation that we can see in this area of the West Riding. Thus Mr Hainsworth reported to the 1806 committee of enquiry into the state of the woollen industry that

Some master clothiers, when the trade has been bad, would work for other masters, and they have given on another work . . . the clothiers belonging to our own place of course we employed first in order to keep down the rates . . . You mean that some of the masters have worked for hire? Yes, when trade has been bad they have taken goods to make for other masters, in order to keep their families by their labour.42

This said, it would be wrong to imply from this aggregate analysis simply that dense kinship links reduced poor relief bills and gave the poor law a fallback role. To draw more definitive conclusions, we need to know the nature of the kinship relationships of the individuals who received relief and to understand in rather more...
depth the wider economy of makeshifts in which they were engaged. Nominal linkage between reconstitution data and poor law and charity accounts can provide the bedrock for this sort of deeper investigation.

What, then, was the kinship status of those who received relief? At individual level things are not as clear-cut as the aggregate analysis would imply. As we would expect on the basis of the discussion so far, many recipients of poor relief lacked kin. However, others were tied into very extensive kinship networks, as we might perhaps also expect from the work of Hollen Lees, Thane and King which stresses that the poor law sought to generate a resource partnership with kin to cope with individual level destitution. While we could draw detailed examples from all of the communities, the situation in Bramley perhaps best illustrates this latter point. Table 7.6 attempts to categorise poor relief recipients for the period 1780–1820 according to the depth of their kinship links, and we can see that three of the most well-connected people in the township appear on the relief lists. This confirms that risks of poverty were widely distributed throughout early modern communities. It might also be read as suggesting that kinship networks were unable to cope with certain sorts of need – the community-wide crises which plunged some or all of the family members into penury and which were particularly characteristic of the period 1780–1820, or perhaps even sudden crises linked to illness.

Table 7.6 Poor relief recipients and their kinship links: Bramley, 1780–1820

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kinship depth</th>
<th>Absolute number</th>
<th>% of claims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Related to 7+</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to 5–7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to 3–5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to 1–3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to 1</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to 0</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>46.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Total number of claims (902) includes 54 for which no definitive kinship relationship could be established in the reconstitution.*

Figure 7.1 gives more clarity to these ideas. It categorises poor relief recipients according to both the depth of their kinship network and the length of time spent on relief and highlights the fact that while well-connected people did get relief (and in Bramley...
and the other townships well-connected people also record the top ten biggest individual or family payments of poor relief) the least well-connected people in the township stayed on relief longest. This is consistent with the situation identified by King in the nearby parish of Calverley, and with the case studies used by Fissell around Bristol. It seems, then, that being well connected could prompt overseers and vestries to allocate substantial short-term payments to meet sudden need, but made it less likely that individuals would need (or the poor law would support) a longer-term relationship with the welfare system. Those with less kin or no kin found themselves in a longer-term relationship with the communal welfare system, both because of their lack of kinship and because of their high pressure demography. The poor law in Bramley was not resource starved, but might be said to adopt a conscious policy of working with kin to optimise kinship support of the needy. This is precisely what Thane and other commentators have suggested.

Meanwhile, still concentrating on Bramley, we can also see a difference in the type of relief given to those with strong kinship links compared to those with weak ones. Figure 7.2 demonstrates a clear tendency in Bramley (followed more or less clearly in all of the other townships analysed here) for late eighteenth-century sickness relief or ‘investment’ payments to be the focus for those...
with rich kinship networks, while pensions and irregular cash payments were the primary focus for those without. There are several potential readings of this evidence, but it seems clear to me that the immediate onset of sickness (often manifested at family rather than individual level) disproportionally underpinned the application of the ‘kin-rich’ for poor relief and that poor law authorities were willing to provide such relief (as they did in Horsforth) until kinship and religious care networks could mobilise people and resources to cope with the situation.

Yet we should beware of lumping people together into the simple categories ‘kin-rich’ and ‘kin-poor’, as Table 7.7 begins to suggest. Using a system of index numbers, this table measures the degree to which families with certain kinship characteristics were over- or under-represented amongst those on poor relief. It takes the kinship systems in force in all six communities in 1811 (chosen because we have supplementary listings to the census data for four communities in this year) and allocates families to one of several typologies. The classification exercise is repeated for families on poor relief in 1811 and by indexing the numbers in each typology amongst poor families against the ‘expected’ numbers in each typology based upon mean presence in the wider community, we can see whether certain types of kinship situation were over-represented (and hence have numbers above 100), under-represented (and hence have numbers below 100).
100) or exactly represented (and hence have 100 as an entry) amongst those who received poor relief. What we see is the expected over-representation of those without kin in the poor law accounts. However, there was also a very strong tendency for individuals and families without living male relatives on the father’s side to appear in the relief system, whatever the exact nature of the residual kinship network. Paradoxically, though, the most important male relatives in predictive terms were not fathers, but uncles or brothers. Those without these kinship links were disproportionately likely (compared to their wider presence in the six townships) to appear on poor relief, and to stay there for some time. Of course, Table 7.7 does not prove unequivocally that uncles and brothers were disproportionately likely to offer material support to pauperised relatives, but diary evidence of functional kinship links between poor relatives and these two groups in other regions is substantial.46

Table 7.7 The over- and under-representation of kinship typologies amongst those on relief in six West Riding communities, 1811

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typology</th>
<th>Presence index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without any local kin</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With kin of all kinds</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without father</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With/without father and without immediate male kin on father’s side</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without mother</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without kin on mother’s side</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With female kin only</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With distant kin only</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We return to this question of kinship functionality amongst those who received poor relief shortly, but a chapter attempting to locate the importance of kinship in the economy of makeshifts must also be concerned with those who did not get poor relief as well as those who did. This group comprises two sub-groups: those who applied for poor relief but were refused (whether or not they subsequently managed to get the local poor law officials to agree with them) and those who never applied for poor relief. The groups were by no means distinct when we consider life-cycles as a whole, but for the moment this categorisation is a convenient fiction. In common with almost all studies, data on the first category
(such as vestry records or pauper letters) are not common, while
data on the second category of person are positively scarce.

Let us concentrate first on those who were turned down for
relief and the state of their kinship relations. While partial vestry
records survive only for Horsforth, Tong and Otley and for the
period 1783–1811, a brief analysis of the decisions taken by these
vestries is instructive. By the later eighteenth century around 15–20
per cent of those who applied to the poor law were denied relief
in the three townships, with a strong tendency to employ moral
criteria in making decisions on relief applicants. There is not the
space here to deal with the sentiments employed by the vestries,
but because we have reconstitution evidence available what we can
do is to say something about the kinship relationships of those
denied relief. The complex tabular results of this linkage exercise
can be found elsewhere; two particular observations might be
made, however. First, and perhaps not surprisingly given the
conclusions drawn above, those with good kinship connections on
the male side were disproportionately likely to be turned down
for relief. Second, individuals and families whose kinship connec-
tions were dense through marriage rather than blood were also
disproportionately likely to be turned down. There are many
potential interpretations of this experience, but one might be that
poor law authorities were less likely to enter into resource part-
nerships with diluted than with tight kinship networks. In
particular, it might be the case that poor law authorities liked to
deal with an unchallenged authority figure, a character frequently
missing from kinship networks extended through marriage. More
work in this sort of vein needs to be done before we can draw
any more definitive conclusions.

Meanwhile, discerning the kinship relations of those who were
poor but did not apply for poor relief is a thorny problem. Tom
Arkell suggests that for any community it is possible to assemble
a range of measures of need in addition to the normal poor law
accounts. One of his measures is those who pay no rates but
who also do not (at the same point in time) receive poor relief.
Unfortunately, contiguous rate and poor relief data exist for only
three of the six townships (Horsforth, Tong and Bramley) and
for the period 1760–83. A brief consideration of this data reveals
that almost 20 per cent of all people in the three townships paid
no rates but received no poor relief, testimony to the existence
of a considerable poor underclass. Table 7.8 makes more use
of the data, and we might draw two key lessons from it. First, that those on the margins of poverty were moderately connected to wider kinship networks. Second, that it was not at all unusual for a substantial ratepayer to have relatives in the poor underclass in the same township and at the same point in time. In one sense there is nothing particularly surprising about the latter observation in particular. If non-ratepayers were just solvent enough to escape the clutches of the poor relief system then relatives, even richer relatives, may have been unwilling to make transfer payments (other than perhaps to forgive debts already contracted) or may not have been called upon. Yet we could turn this idea on its head and suggest that transfers of resources or people between richer and poorer households within a defined kinship group was what kept non-ratepayers from the clutches of the welfare system in the first place. Such was the case for Nathaniel Hargreaves, who petitioned the Horsforth vestry for relief in 1789, noting that his uncle had paid his rent for the last two years ‘but his long illness now means that he has much need of his purse at present’.

Table 7.8 Kinship characteristics of non-ratepayers and non-relief recipients in six West Riding townships, 1760–83

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kinship depth</th>
<th>Absolute number</th>
<th>% of non-ratepayers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Related to 7+</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to 5–7</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to 3–5</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to 1–3</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to 1</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to 0</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another way into the question of the kinship relationships of those who did not get poor relief, and also a way into the question of the value of kinship links in material terms, is to look at the overlap between those who received poor relief and those who received formal charity, and to contrast the kinship depth of those who received poor relief, those who received charity and those who received both. In this exercise, we are lucky that all of the six townships under the microscope here are blessed with good survival of charity material. Table 7.9 attempts this sort of linkage exercise for the six townships in aggregate. We might draw three important conclusions from this table.
Table 7.9 Kinship connections of charity and poor law recipients in six West Riding communities, 1780–1810

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receiving</th>
<th>Related to 0</th>
<th>Related to 1–3</th>
<th>Related to 3–5</th>
<th>Related to 5+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poor relief only</td>
<td>1223</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charity only</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor relief and charity</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, that the overlap between those who received relief and those who received charity at the same point in time was in most townships and at most times limited. Even in late eighteenth-century Tong, the township with by far the most overlap, only 45 per cent of those who received poor relief also received charity at the same point in time. Second, the trustees of local charities were disproportionately likely to recognise the poverty and need of people with good kinship connections, and to do so over long periods. This is perhaps not surprising given the terms under which many benefactions were made, and the wider need to show respectability in order to receive charity, something which could be done by pointing to dense kinship connections. In other words, we must be interested in kinship not just for the material and emotional benefits that it might offer, but because kinship provided a gateway to other welfare avenues, something that has been insufficiently stressed in the historiography thus far. Finally, it is clear that the attitude of charity trustees towards those with and without kin was fluid. While I do not have the space to show it here, there is more than a hint from the record linkage exercise that as the nineteenth century progressed the role of charity began to change as the balance between the relative levels of charity and poor law expenditure moved decisively towards the latter. Certainly by the 1830s, increasing numbers of those with little or no local kinship came to rely on charity. This may reflect a change in migratory patterns, the changing dynamics of local policy or a change in the nature of poor relief and need in the run up to the new poor law, but only more research will enable us to say which. What is clear is that kinship interacted in complex ways with the changing constellation of the economy of make-shifts over time.

Looked at collectively, these tables and figures generate ambiguous and complex results. The common thread, though, is
idea that not having kin (or not having particular sorts of kin) is an important predictor of long-term relationship with the poor law. While the high pressure demography of the ‘kin-poor’ may have contributed to this relationship, it was not the main driver. By contrast, having rich kinship relationships could not always keep individuals and families out of the relief system in the short term, but kin could be a very important component (presumably along with religious self-help) in the long-term welfare patchwork.

The problem with these conclusions is that they infer a strong role for kinship in the economy of makeshifts rather than showing it (or quantifying it) directly. Of course, in the absence of the contractual, legal and other data available to continental family historians even an indirect commentary of this sort is valuable and novel. This chapter has added weight to the contentions of Pat Thane, Lynne Hollen Lees and others that kinship must have been an important part of the welfare safety net for early modern families. It has also reinforced ideas from Fissell and King that the poor law was disproportionately a welfare system for the ‘kin-poor’. But can we say more? What was the level and form of help offered by families to their needy kin? What activated kinship support, and what served to end it? Was kinship support particularly likely at certain times of life-cycle need and less at others? And who organised the transfer of material, human or emotional resources between households within a kinship network? Oral historians have begun to ask questions such as these for the twentieth century, but the early modern period offers us fewer avenues for exploration. Let us deal briefly with two.

First, the help offered to kin by Jonathan Snowden, an Armley clothier. As well as employing outworkers in several Leeds out-townships, Snowden held land in Armley, Guiseley and Calverley. In other words, he was a wealthy man and thus perhaps not as representative as one might like. This said, Snowden’s surviving pocket account books (1770 to 1796, with a break between 1780 and 1783) reveal that he was very well endowed with needy relatives. Between 1775 (when he started recording all of his expenditure rather than just business expenses) and 1796, Snowden appears to have made 122 gifts or loans to relatives in Armley or elsewhere. On average he disbursed twenty-six pounds per year to relatives and while it is not always easy to discern the residence of those relatives, most can be traced back to Armley. By relating...
disbursements to the life-cycles revealed in family reconstitution, we can see that Snowden made three types of payments – small ‘one-off’ payments before or just after the marriages of his nephews, nieces and grandchildren; periodic small payments to relatives who were overburdened with children; and more regular payments to relatives who can be identified as recipients of charity or poor relief. In other words, Snowden was disbursing resources in exactly the way that the aggregate analysis of the relationship between kinship, poor relief and charity would suggest. Interestingly, he also finances the transfer of human resources, paying for the apprenticeship of one of his nephews and buying clothes for a niece to become a servant in the household of her aunt. Snowden was clearly aware of the life-cycle stages that could throw otherwise independent people into poverty, and he appears to have acted before the onset of the constellation of influences that would trigger the slide into destitution. We thus have at least some answers to my rhetorical questions.

A second avenue of investigation confirms much of what we can learn from Snowden. Pauper letters written back to the vestries of Horsforth and Otley from townships throughout the West Riding are replete with the language of kinship support or lack of it.57 Thomas Day, for instance, wrote to the Horsforth Vestry in 1787 from Batley. He requested payment of his rent and a small regular pension, citing an inability to get work after a finger injury. However, he added that ‘My family and mee has no kin in this place and wee cannot get one penny of credit’. The two were probably linked in practice as well as linguistically, highlighting the indirect importance of kinship in the economy of makeshifts. Robert Spacey, overseer of Bramley, wrote to the Horsforth vestry in 1790 on the subject of William Hornby who ‘is in a wretched state, having no worke and beeing almoste blynde he has been cared for by his sister Charlotte Eastwood these years since and his board paid by Jas Hornby, but now his condicion cannot be borne no longer’. The withdrawal or overwhelming of kinship welfare support thus carried serious consequences. Other paupers looked forward to richer kinship networks and the support that they might offer. Edward Parker wrote back to Horsforth from Pudsey in 1793 asking for relief and telling the vestry that his son, John, would soon be setting up business in Pudsey and would pay back the money granted by the vestry as well as offering long-term support. In short, there was in practice, in expectation,
and in rhetoric, a considerable role for kinship support in the economy of makeshifts and in addition to the poor law.

Conclusion

To the very specific question of the value of kinship in the wider economy of makeshifts, we can perhaps draw three fairly concrete answers. First, it seems likely that kin provided direct material support, particularly in the medium and long term, allowing people to keep away from the poor relief system or to supplement income from the community. Second, it seems likely that having or not having dense kinship networks determined access to other elements of the economy of makeshifts such as, in this particular analysis, charity. Finally, while it is clear that different individuals and families would have relied on kinship support with different intensities at different stages of the life-cycle or in response to different causes of poverty, those with access to particular constellations of kin, notably male blood relatives, may have been particularly likely to turn to kin as a first rather than a last resort. We should beware of assuming, however, that an economy of makeshifts, even if it included poor relief and material support from kin, generated a consistently sufficient income for poor people. As Rose points out for nineteenth-century Nottinghamshire, ‘the elderly pieced together a very meagre subsistence’ 58 and others in this volume have made similar points.
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